
Mask decorating contests! We all must wear masks to help flatten the curve, but that doesn't mean 
that wearing a mask can't be both safe AND fun! Whomever creates the coolest mask wins!

Set up a gallery of students wearing their masks and challenge everyone to "Guess Who" by 
matching the student names to their pictures! Give this classic page spread a fun, NEW TWIST!

Translate our daily life on video calls with classmates in Zoom Meetings by designing a yearbook
page template that look like a zoom meeting screenshot!

Photo days can be challenging, and even more difficult when some of the staff is remote. This year, have 
everyone create a fun "Bitmoji Avatar" of their likeness and use that in the book, instead!

There are many Heroes we can thank for making a remote school year possible. Give them an awesome 
thank you by having the students design Thank You Cards, and then scan their artwork into the 
yearbook.

Create a "Senior Life Hacks" page that provides advice to the freshman class (for high schools) or the 
kindergarten class (for elementary schools).  For example, "I wish I knew this back when I was a 
freshman." This is a great way to connect the two grades and pass on wisdom to the next generation.

School activities still happen, even from home. Capture students participating in Sports, Clubs, Art 
Classes and Recycling as part of the school "green team". How are they keeping active while keeping 
distant?

Let's ask the students some questions. Find out from them how they Stay Connected with friends; what 
is their favorite subject for remote learning? What "At-Home" hobbies have they started or perfected?

It's easy to social distance from a car and everyone loves Parades! This is an opportunity to capture 
some photos of the events missing from the school year for Halloween, Christmas, Valentine's Day, St 
Patrick's Day, and any other school specific events.

Pie Charts and Graphs are a great way to see what the students think about popular topics, such as 
food, movies, music, social media, TV shows, sports, and more! Create some polls and use the data to 
make cool graphs that display the results beautifully in the yearbook.

Visit our FACEBOOK to 
learn more


